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Abstract: Telescope Array(TA) experiment, located in the western desert of Utah, USA, at 39.38◦ north and

112.9◦ west, is collecting data of ultra high energy cosmic rays in the energy range 1018 - 1020 eV . The

experiment has a Surface Detector (SD) array surrounded by three Fluorescence Detectors (FD) to enable

simultaneous detection of shower particles at ground level and fluorescence photons emitted along the shower

track. Measurement of shower particles at ground level, with different absorber thicknesses, enables a more

detailed studies of the experiment’s energy scale and of hadronic interaction models. In this report, we present a

design and estimated performance of a surface muon detector using lead plate absorbers.
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1 Introduction

Telescope Array(TA) experiment has designed to have
both the fluorescence detectors (FD) and the surface detec-
tor(SD) array using plastic scintillator. To investigate ori-
gins of extremely high energy cosmic ray, the experimen-
t observes EHECR to measure the energy spectrum above
4× 1018eV [1] [2] [3] [4], chemical composition and its
anisotropy of arrival directions. Those detectors have been
constructed and deployed in desert of western Utah, US-
A (N39.4◦,W112.9◦,1500m a.s.l). At this moment, three
fluorescence telescope stations and 507 surface detectors
deployed in the 1.2km of separation. For air showers de-
tected with the surface detector array the energy of prima-
ry cosmic ray is estimated comparing the measured ener-
gy deposit at the core distance of 800 m with that from
Monte Carlo simulations. From the observations with flu-
orescence telescopes, energies are obtained from observed
air shower cascade developments. Using hybrid events, we
know there is a systematic difference between the ener-
gy measured with the air shower array and that with the
fluorescence detectors. The correction factor is 27%. This
means that there is a systematic mismatch between esti-
mation of the energy deposit at surface detectors using
Monte Calro simulation and real event. The muon compo-
nent might be a part of reason for a discrepancy of energy
scale obtained by montecalro simulation and carolimetric
estimation along shower track Fig.1 shows correlation be-
tween EFD and ESD/1.27 [5]. There are reoprt on enhanced
muon flux of lateral distribution of shower particle also[6].
So,a precice measurements of the air shower muons will
give information how much we may underestimae the en-
ergy deposit at surface detector at each energy region. And
the measurements at the energy region between 1018.7eV
to 1019.2eV where the chemical composition are quite con-
sistent with pure primary protons, will give the unique in-
formation about the hadronic interaction at higher energies
than LHC experiment.

Fig. 1: Energy calibration between EFD and ESD/1.27. ESD

is obtained with a method using monte calro simulation[5]

2 Concept of muon detector

Fig.2 shows a schematic of side view of a concept of the
detector. The detector has two layer of scintillator with the
width of 12mm and lead plates are inserted between scin-

tillators to have the thickness of 25mm. Scintillation light
are collected with WLS fibers layed on the surface of scin-
tillator with 20mm of spacing. The density of WLS fibers
is same with current TA SD[7].
While most of electrons are absorbed in the lead plate,

most of muons can penetrate all layers of the detector and
leave signals in both top and bottom layer So that by count-
ing hit coincident between top and bottom layer, it gives
information of number of muon. The detector is enough

thin to be able to assume that hit of electron from side
of scintillator is negligible. Energy deposit from electro-
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magnetic component also can be measured with top layer.
From a practical point of view, this concept make deploy-

Lead Plate (25mm)
Plastic Scintillator (12mm)

Detector roof (Iron 1.2mm)

Detector enclosure (Stainless−steel 1.2mm)

Fig. 2: A side view of detector showing majour component

of muon detector.

ment process easy also. This deotector can be deployed to
various type of ground and moved away easily since lead
plate are consists of many peaces of sheet. All the deploy-
ment process and removing process can be done with heli-
coptor just same as usual original TA surface detector.
Accuracy of muon measurement depends on size of de-
tector segment, time constant of front end electronics and
thickness of lead. In this paper we report assuming a de-
tector which is segmented into 0.3m2 of surface each and
25mm of thickness lead. Since changing the time constan-
t of electronics and segment size has almost same effect
on accuracy of counting of muon,We assumed same time
constant of frontend electronics in this report. About the
material, the roof and boxes to enclose scintillator is as-
suming same material and thickness with current TASD.
Thus, the roof is 1.2mm of iron , enclosure box is made
from 1.5mm stainless-steel [7].
First simple simlation were done injecting electrons,
gamma-ray and muons from the vertical direction to see
hit pattern using the GEANT simulation code [10]. Table.1
shows the simulated hit probability for coincidence of top
and bottom scintillatior. A hit is counted if the energy de-
posit > 700keV are observed in a layer of scintillator. It
corresponds to 1/3 of the energy deposit from the VEM.
Fig.3 shows kinetic energy distribution of each particle in
an typical air shower from 1019.0eV proton observed at
core distance 1200 m. There is very few electro magnetic
component avove 50MeV and most of muon is having en-
ergy > 50MeV at top of detector. By combining Table.1
and Fig.3 , it is expected that the design shown in Fig2
will give ∼ 10% level of accuracy in counting muon in the
best.

(MeV) e γ µ

0.7 < 0.1% < 0.1% 2.0%

1.0 < 0.1% < 0.1% 2.2%

2.0 < 0.1% < 0.1% 2.7%

4.0 < 0.1% < 0.1% 1.6%

8.0 2.0% < 0.1% 2.5%

16.0 2.1% 0.3% 3.6%

32.0 8.3% 0.6% 6.0%

64.0 22.2% 1.1% 81.4%

Table 1: Hit probability of each particle at typical Energy.

3 Detector simulation

To see number resolution of muon counting, particle den-
sity and signal shape at frontend electronics also need to

Fig. 3: Energy distribution of shower particle at 1km from

shower core of E = 1019eV proton. Holizontal axis is ki-

netic energy of the particle in MeV. And number of parti-

cle is shown as histgram. The black, red and blue histgram

represents gamma− ray, electron and muon respectively.

be considered. While take the time constant of front ene
electronics in to account, responce of PMT and frontend
electronics are assumed from typical charactaristics of TA
surface detectror??. There, the average photo-electron for
energy deposit from atmospheric muon (2.4MeV) is about
20. The PMT gain is adjusted to get integrated FADC cout
for the energy deposit as ∼ 50 count. A waveform from a
short pulse from PMT is shaped as a function (1). The con-
stants s,B,a and b are set to a typical value of TA SD [13].
With the time constants of frontend electronics, a signal
from single muon gives asymmetric shape of pulse with 12
count of height and 120 nsec of FWHM in FADC trace.
Fig.4 shows typical simulated waveform at a certain core
distance. There, signal from muon is drawn with blue line,
electron is drawn by red line, hadron is drawn by green
line.

F(t) = B× ts

(

e−
at
2 + e−

bt
2

b− a

)2

(1)

Fig. 4: Example of simulated waveform from air shower

particles. Holizontal axis is time in nsec. Vertical axis rep-

resents FADC count. Black is total, Blue is waveform from

µ . Red is the one from e. Green is waveform from γ re-

spectively.
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4 Muon counting method

Since as shown at Table.1 most of muons leave energy
deposit on both (bottom and top) layer,in this paper we
carried out a simple way of muon counting that is detect
coincidence of rising edge of waveform between bottom
and top layer.

Fig.5 shows a schematic of this muon counting method.

Fig. 5: Schematic of method of muon counting. Holizon-

tal axis is time in (nsec) and vartical axis represents FAD-

C count. Here coincidence of rising edge of waveform be-

tween upper and bottom layer of scintillator is couted.

If waveform shows rising 3count/bin then define it as
rising edge, If the rising edge is coincident within 20 nsec
between top and bottom layer, the rising edge is counted as
arrivl of one muon. By taking coincidence of rising edge,
it enable us to count number of muons without influence
from fluctuation of photoelectron at PMT. But in the case
number of particle becomes larger, it becomes difficult to
pick up rising edge from sigle particle. Then miss-count
of muon increase and accuracy of muon counting become
worth. Typically the air shower particles arrives in ∼

µsec and the pulse from each particle hit has width ∼

150nsec in asuumed frontend electronics. So it is expected
that ∼< 10 hit in one segment is the typical number to
count muon in good accuracy.

5 Estimation of accuracy of muon counting

To evaluate expected accuracy of muon counting, we have
simulated signal from air shower particle using a show-
er data base created by COSMOS montecalro code[8, 9].
Fig.6 shows a counted and thrown number of muon for
vertical 1018.7eV proton shower.The assumed detector is
10 detector unit each have size of 0.3m2. Under estimation
of number of muon happen due to an overlapping of pulse
when multiple hit with in short time difference. And some
time penetrating high energy electromagnetic component
also exist. At the short ditance from shower core, both will
happen. And those compensate counted number each oter.
So, the hit counted which have correct timing with arrival
timing of muon also shown. From that, how much the pu-
rity was obtained with this method also can be known.

Fig. 6: Lateral distribution of thrown muon and count-

ed number of muon.Horizontal axis is core ditance (m)

and vertical axis is number of particle. Wecan see good

counting accuracy at lateral distribution in core distance >
1000m. The simulated shower which is shown is 1018.7eV

proton.

Fig.7 shows ratio of counted muon and thrown as a

function of distance from core. The plot also shows ratio of

number of muon which could measure it’s timing correc-

try. From this plot ,we can see the detector have capabili-

ty to measure number of muon ∼ 10% of accuracy at core

distance > 1200m for the shower from vertical 1018.7eV

proton. Same simulation are done for various energy of pri-

Fig. 7: Ratio between thrown muon and counted.

mary particle. At Table.2 , estimated core distance which

gives accuracy ∼ 10% for measured number of muon are

summarised.

Primary Energy(eV) R1 (m) R2 (m)

1018.0 > 200 > 600

1018.4 > 200 > 600

1018.7 > 400 > 800

1019.0 > 600 > 1000

1019.4 > 600 > 1200

Table 2: Estimated core distance which lead muon detector

can measure number of muon in good accuracy. R1 repre-

sents distance to measure number of muon in ∼ 10% of ac-

curacy. R2 represents distance to identify muon hit in 10%

of accuracy can be done.
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6 Estimation of observed muon lateral

distribution

To evaluate muon flux and compare with simulation,in this
paper we assumed a 10 unit of detector at one place in TA
surface array. So total surface of muon detector is 30m2.
We simulated obtained lateral distribution in 2 year of ob-
servation. The expected number of event observed with TA
surface array would be as Table.3. Fig.8 shows expected
observed lateral distribution of muon. Fig.9 shows the ra-
tio between thrown and couted number of muon at same
condition. For the energy E > 1018.7 eV, we obtain lateral
distribution with accuracy <∼ 20% at core distance range
1500 ∼ 2000m. For other energy range,the same are sum-
marised in Table.4.

Primary Energy(eV) Number of event in 3km

E > 1017.9 400

E > 1018.4 160

E > 1018.7 80

E > 1019.0 40

E > 1019.4 20

Table 3: Expected number of shower can be observed with

in the 3km of distance in two year of observation.

Fig. 8: Estimated observed lateral distribution of muon for

the shower from 1018.7eV Proton.

Fig. 9: Ratio between thrown muon and counted muon.

7 Summary

We discussed the design of surface muon detector which
can be operated in Telescope Array site. By employing
lead plate and segmented structure of detector. It is ex-
pected to be able to deployed and moved in practical way.

Primary Energy(eV) R1 (m)

E > 1017.9 R > 800

E > 1018.4 R > 600

E > 1018.7 R > 800

E > 1019.0 R > 1000

E > 1019.4 R > 1200

Table 4: Estimated core distance which 30m2 can measure

lateral distribution in 30% of accuracy

In this study we set segment size as 0.3m2 and time con-
stant of front ene electronics is same with current TASD.
Thickness of lead is set to 25mm. To obtain prospect on
obtained lateral distribution of muon, we generate several
typical energy of the air shower and simulated it’s signal.
By inserting 25mm of lead inbetween 2 layer of scintil-
lator, estimated accuracy of muon counting is better than

20% at coredistance > 1000m for 1019.0eV shower. After
2 year of observation , accuracy of lateral distribution of
muon is estimated around 30% at coredistance > 1000m
for 1019.0eV shower.
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